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those contemplating study abroad.

Attention of Students in the Architectural Department of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Evenin.r; Classes in drawing from the life and cast hazle been
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Boyle'S Patent Pneumatic

Water Closets, which we
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makes have utterly failed Many prominent hotels
throughout the country are provided with our closets;
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owing to their noiseless operation and absolute safety
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at Boston and Chicago, and invite inspection of our
wares. Our illustrated catalogue will be cheerfully sent

to all architects upon application.

f 82 Dearborn Street. Chicago.
Branclces nt. ~235 Washingto'l Street, Boston.
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close under the mighty Pic du Midi, and so through Jaca to Huesca,
where the rail to Saragossa is reached. This is a route to be
recommended only in summer, when the roads are good and the
weather propitious; for it must be remembered that Spain has two
very distinct climates, and that a ,winter in any of the Northern
provinces is hard to bear.

Of the three routes I have mentioned, the first will generally
be found the most convenient, ·since this is the high road from
Paris to Madrid, and on it alone are express trains to be found .
As the express trains cannot be counted on for more than twenty
miles an hour, while the ordinary trains make about fourteen, and
as the distances are long for the most part, the traveller will gen-
erally be glad to avail himself of the express whenever he can find
one. The charge is usually about four cents a mile by the express,
and two and a half to three by the ordinary trains. A certain
weight of baggage is carried without extra charge; but the delays
in registering and claiming it at the stations are so vexatious that
the traveller will gain immensely if he is able to confine himself to
a valise which can be taken with him into the railway carriage.

Good hotels are now to be found in half-a-dozen of the more
important cities of Spain, - Madrid, Cordova, Seville, Granada, etc.,
- but they are still the exceptions; and in towns even of the second
class, like Burgos and Avila, one must be prepared for some dis-
comfort. This is chiefly, however, it ought to be said, in the matter
of eating; for in the worst of the inns at which I stayed, the clean-
liness of the rooms was remarkable, and I saw only one or two
instances of any attempt at extortion or swindling. At the best
hotels the cost may be reckoned at three dollars per day, but eleven
or "twelve francs may be taken as the average.

The language is an important point. At most of the hotels in
the large cities, somebody will be found who speaks either English
or French; but in the smaller towns this is not to be depended upon,
neither is it generally the case at the railway stations. It will,
therefore, be extremely desirable that the traveller should know
enough Spanish to enable him to buy his railway tickets, to order
his room and his dinner, to pay his bills intelligently, and to ask
his way in the street; and this may be easily and rapidly acquired
by a diligent study of any good Spanish method for three or four
weeks before entering the country. This is a case where a little
learning is by no means a dangerous thing, but will be sure to save
a traveller time, money, and peace of mind.

Coming then from France by the way of Bordeaux and Ba-
yonne, one is brought, in little more than an hour, from the latter
city to Irun, the first town beyond the border. Here there is little
or nothing to detain one; but if one comes by the morning train it
will be well worth while to give a portion of the day to Fuenter-
rabbi a, which lies only a couple of miles away across the marshes,
and which, if one does not care to walk, may be reached by an
omnibus. It is, perhaps, the most solitary and characteristic of
the old Basque towns, retaining its ancient physiognomy nearly
unchanged. A forenoon will be sufficient time to give to it, and
one can be back at Iruii: in time to take the afternoon train some
twelve miles farther on to San Sebastian.

Eight numbers constitute a yearly volume.
Price, mailed flat to any address in the United States or Canada, $3.00 per volume in advance.

To any foreign address, $3.50 per volume in advance.
. Single copies, 50 cents.

Remittances by Postal Money Order, or Bank Draft on Boston or New York, should be made
payable to TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW.

A limited number of files of Volume 1., in portfolio, $5.00 each.

Copyright, 188<), by BATES & KIMBALL.

OUTLINE OF A SPANISH TOUR.

POR the benefit of any students of architecture. who may be con-
templating a visit to Spain, I will try, not to describe, but to

point out what are the things in that wonderful country best worth
their seeing, the most convenient way of including the greatest
number of them within a tour of moderate length, with some
notion of the necessary time and cost of such a tour.

The traveller entering Spain from the north - as most travel-
lers do - has his choice of three routes leading to the three door-
ways which pierce the great wall of the Pyrenees, which stretches
from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean. Two of these are grand
routes, by the railways from Bordeaux on the west or from Mar-
seilles on the east, and leading southward, - the one through San
Sebastian and Burgos to Madrid, straight through the centre of
the peninsula ; the other through Barcelona and the towns on the
Mediterrane~n coast. The third route, comparatively little known
to tourists, ·is a diligence route from Pau, on the northern slope of
the Pyrenees, and takes one by way of Gabas, across the frontier,
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Here old and new Spain are brought together. San Sebastian
consists of two towns, geographically quite distinct. The old town
is crowded together at the base of the great promontory which
stretches like another Gibraltar out into the bay, and is inhabited
by a swarming population, originally Basque, but of which the
character is getting modified by contact with the commercial in-
habitants of the new town. The new town, separated from the old
by a broad mall, planted with trees, which runs quite across the
neck which connects the promontory with the mainland, has
sprung up within the last twenty years by reason of the growth of
San Sebastian as the most fashionable watering-place of Spain
during the summer months, and is handsome and uninteresting.
But the old town has a strong individual character, and is worth a
day or two at least. There is no architecture beyond three or four
churches; but these are of interest as examples of a style which
was brought to greater perfection in Spain during the seventeenth
century than anywhere else in Europe, - that debased Renaissance
in which the first steps were taken in Italy by Borromini, and
which in the hands of the Spanish architects, a century later, pro-
duced astonishing results. It is known here as Churrigueresque,
from Churriguera, its most notable practitioner.

The fortified hill promontory, which rises above the town, is
one of the most remarkable natural features of Spain. A narrow
street opening from behind the cathedral leads to a path which
encircles this headland and affords the most varied and delightful
views.

From San Sebastian the distance to Burgos, which lies directly
on the great line to Madrid, is about one hundred and fifty miles.
The fare is $5.80. The railway gets through the Pyrenees chain
by some fine engineering works among very picturesque and strik-
ing scenery, and comes out on the desolate and barren plain of Old
Castile, in the middle of which lies Burgos, the ancient capital of
that kingdom. The cathedral, probably the most familiarly known
of all the Spanish churches, is extremely interesting. Near it is
the imposing town gate of Santa Maria, at the end ?f the bridge,
of which the river front was most elaborately cooked up by Charles
V. with statues and bas-reliefs and flanking turrets, etc., while the
inner side, toward the town, was left in its simpler majesty. Sev-
eral other churches are noteworthy, St. Nicholas, for instance,
close by the west front of the cathedral, with a superb example of
what is a characteristic feature of the Spanish churches, the great
retablo, - answering to the English reredos, but in Spain treated
pictorially, - divided into a multitude of square panels, each en-
closing a picture or bas-relief. The retablo is usually of wood,
in which case the sculpture is painted, but that of St. Nicholas
is of stone.

The hill above the town is crowned by the ruins of a Moorish
castle, of which the fine gateway and a portion of the enclosing
wall still remain.

Burgos has very few examples of interesting architecture. Some
few houses are worth hunting up. If time allows a day may be
pleasantly spent in two short excursions, - the one, a mile down
the river to the Convent of Las Huelgas (open only in the fore-
noon); the other, two miles up the river to the Convent of La
Cartuja de Miraflores. The church dates from the middle of the
fifteenth century, and contains one of the most elaborate sepulchral
monuments in Europe.

Burgos to Valladolid, seventy-eight miles; fare, $3.20.

V~lladolid has very little architectural interest. Its fragment
of a cathedral is a hideous example of the worst Spanish Renais-
sance; but there are some smaller churches, as San Benito and
Santa Maria I'Antigua, -the latter having a single arcade or cloister
on its north wall, - and San Pablo, with a Plateresque facade of
extraordinary richness.

CHARLES A. CUMMINGS.

[To oe continued. ]
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PLATE III.

Programme: A BUILDING FOR THE STUDY AND DRAWING OF

BOTANICAL SPECIMENS.

THIS building is supposed to be erected in a division of a large
public garden, said division being chiefly devoted to the cultivation
of plants to be used in teaching botany. Its plan will contain:

A vestibule or portico, stairs, small rooms for the professors, a
keeper's lodging, an amphitheatre for oral lectures, either public or
private, surrounded with porticos or lobbies, and in communication
as direct as possible with several drawing-rooms or studios. These
rooms must be favorably lighted in regard to the models or speci-
mens they are to contain, and one of them will be particularly
arranged for the accommodation of aquatic plants.

The structure, which is supposed to be isolated, will not exceed
one hundred feet in its greatest dimension.

Required: Sketch plan and elevation, on a scale of one sixteenth
of an inch to the foot; and finished drawings, of one elevation on a
scale of one eighth of an inch to the foot, and plan and section on
a scale of one sixteenth of an inch to the foot.

EUGENE LETA G.

JUDGMENT.

First Second Mention .
Second Second Mention

ARTHUR V. EDWARDS.

'VItTALTER H. KILHAM.

No First Mention awarded. pour designs in Competition.

NOTES FROM CRITICISM.

FIRST SECOND MENTION. In this design the plan is handsome, well
accented, and conveniently arranged. The arches that surround the audito-
rium, occurring as they do in a circular wall, would give unpleasant curves.
The sectional study of this room is less good than the rest of the design, and
the room for the collection of plants might also well have been treated more like
a conservatory. The side of the building is somewhat confused and ineffective,
and the crowning ventilator or lantern is weak. The main front, however, is
simple, and has the refined and dignified air that suits the purpose of the build-
ing. The design received its award because the plan was well composed, con-
venient, and monumental, and because the exterior was well studied and in an
appropriate spirit.

SECOND SECOND MENTION. This design succeeds in the points where the
former failed. The conservatory is a real plant-house and is suitably placed.
The auditorium is well studied in section, and the room would be handsome.
The corridors are not as well lighted as those of the other design, and the
plan, as a whole, is not as simple nor as handsome nor as well emphasized.
While the exterior is, in its way, perhaps as well studied as the other, it sug-
gests rather a casino or pleasure house than a place for the serious studies of
learned men. The other sketch was ranked highest because it seemed better
to indicate the use for which the building is designed.

THIRD YEAR REGULARS AND SECO D YEAR SPECIALS.

PLATES 1. AND II.

Programme: A BILLIARD-RoOM AND EXEDRA.

THIS little building is supposed to stand on the bank of a river
or pond in the garden of a large mansion, and will be used specially
in the summer time by its proprietor as a means of entertaining his
friends and visitors. It will contain: -

r st. The billiard-room proper, covering an area of about 380
square feet, not including recesses for seats or bay windows.
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zd. A covered exedra or semicircular space with roof sup-
ported by columns. It will be provided with seats and connected
with the billiard-room by large openings. Here guests can talk,
smoke, and enjoy a good view of the beautiful surroundings.

One or more entrances (with or without porches) may be man-
aged, and perhaps also a couple of closets. It may be roofed,
wholly or partially, but an upper part will be added to the com-
position, which will necessitate stairs leading to it.

In the basement is to be placed a boat-house provided with
landings, outside steps, terraces, etc. Light-colored stone, or pos-
sibly brick and stone combined, will be used for material.

Required: Preliminary sketches of plan and elevation on a scale
of one eighth of an inch to the foot; finished drawings of one ele-
vation on a scale of one quarter of an inch to the foot, and one
plan and one section on a 'scale of one eighth of an inch to the
foot.

EUGENE LETANG.

JUDGMENT.

First Mention .
Second Mention
Third Mention

LYMAN A. FORD.

CHARLES H. ALDEN.

HUBERT G. RIPLEY.

Twenty-five designs in Competition.

NOTES FROM CRITICISM.

THIS building. should evidently form a picturesque and agreeable composi-
tion in the grounds of the owner. The jury bore this in mind, and the three
drawings selected were perhaps the strongest of those presented in the way of
pleasing proportionsand composition. The one awarded SECOND MENTION~ug.
gested perhaps the most agreeable form, but faults of detail prevented its taking
the highest place. The voussoirs of the large elliptical arch seem in a precarious
condition. The two narrow' openings flanking the arch are ugly. The candela-
bra are thin, poor, and compete unpleasantly in scale with the columns of the
round porch. Still, the general effect is pleasing. The design taking the FIRST
MENTION has less glaring faults. The building is of a graceful shape, and if
not very interesting in detail, still is cared for and safe. The design mentioned
Third errs in the other way from the last mentioned. While pleasing in a gen-
eral way, it is exuberant as regards detail, of which a less amount, more care-
fully studied, would have given a better result. The statue in the circular
porch is at a scale that dwarfs the whole edifice. This drawing is colored in
a sparkling manner, and the feeling of unrest is increased by the merry way in
which the balustrade design is rolling down the last run of stairs. The whole
design is clever, however, and one would say that classical training such as the
Institute offers will assuredly help the author to better work.

It is natural, considering the subjects offered to the students, that the
designs made at the Institute should resemble those made at the Ecole des
Beaux Arts, and should show traces of vigorous study of the pages of the
Intime Club.

In a general way this seems to me all right. I should greatly regret to see
the school abandon its classical tendencies for the practice of every-day utilita-
rian work. I t now offers a priceless opportunity to study proportion and monu-
mental effect and all those qualities that are at the basis of designing, while the
usual routine in offices, which sooner or later comes to all students, will in its
turn give them better opportunities at the ordinary office problems than the
school ever can offer.

What I would urge is, that the designs of the I ntime Club are not after all
the work of great masters. The young men who have made them have in
great measure gained inspiration from other books and from the existing monu-
ments by which they are happily surrounded. As far as possible, I would
therefore eschew the Intirne Club's Journal and rely rather on the standard
works and standard monuments. Perhaps the professors might foster this by
givin~ subjects varying from the Parisian model. They might ask for a design
involving a front in the spirit of the Pandolfini Palace, and mention that as the
type to be followed. Or they might name the Cancellaria as the model, or the
Library of St. Mark, or other work that has stood the test of time.

In short, I would urge as far as possible the study of the original authori-
ties rather than the study of them at second-hand; and to this end I would
apply to architectural studies the old legal maxim, " Haud sectari rivulos sed
petere fon tes."

ROBERT S. PEABODY, Critic.

CONDITIONS OF PROGRESS IN

ARCHITECTURE.

AMERICANSso often mistake novelty for improvement, and call
it progress, that w·e have frequently to stop and ask ourselves what
progress in architecture really means. True progress must be
under the law of organic development, for that law is supreme
and universal. If we trace the progress of architectural style
from the time when painting, sculpture, and architecture were
one, through their gradual differentiation in the development of
each of these arts, we can but be impressed by the gradual
evolution of one style into another. This gradual evolution has
always kept pace with the development of the political, religious,
and economic spirit of the age; for the law of evolution and of
the continuity of history is universal.

Just as in Nature the types and species of life have kept pace
with the successive and continuous modifications of lands and
seas, so must our architecture keep pace with the successive and
continuous movements of civilization; for there is evolution in art
just as really as in Nature. The principles of <i natural selection"
and of the" survival of the fittest" have shaped the history of
architecture, if not also of all intellectual development, just as
truly as they have the different successive forms of life. Hence
the necessity that we cultivate and keep the historic spirit, that
we respect our historic position and relations, and at the same
time that we realize and respect the fresh demands of our times
and of our environment.

The most radical changes in the history of civilization, such
as the dawn of the Christian era and of the Reformation, or the
revival of learning, have brought with them· corresponding
changes in architecture. Had we time, and were it necessary,
we could trace two distinctly parallel lines, - one the history of
civilization, the other the history of style in art. In each case we
should find a gradual developmen t, a quick succession of events, a
revival, perhaps almost a revolution, and the consequent reaction,
always together like cause and effect, reminding us that architec-
ture and life must correspond; we must build as we live.

With the revival of learning, new conceptions of philosophy
and religion, with great discoveries and inventions, altered political
systems; with the fall of the Eastern Empire, and manifold other
changes over all Europe, came the dawn of the modern world,
and with it modern architecture, the Renaissance in all the
arts. This was the period of Raphael, Da Vinci, Titian, and
Correggio; the period of Donatello, Michael Angelo, and Sanso-
vino ; the period of Bramante, San Galo, Vignola, and of the
Venetian Lombardi, in. Italy, with Jean Goujon, Philibert De-
lorme, and Pierre Lescot, in France. What vital change have
we had in the world since that revival of learning to induce us to
abandon the Renaissance altogether, and to revive mediaeval art?
Had the combined efforts of all these great lives, with those of
many others of their time, been concentrated upon trying to create
a Sistine Chapel or a Farnese palace in any other style than the
Renaissance of their time, the result would have been a grotesque
failure. If we believe the Renaissance has suffered from a re-
action, we can do away with the effects of that reaction just as
we have been doing the same thing in life since the revival of
learning. But we cannot do away with the Renaissance itself
until we do away with this revival of learning and the Reforma-
tion, or until we return to the mediaeval life. We are certainly
farther from a mediseval life to-day than ever before; yet never
in the history of the world, until the present generation, have
our architects presumed to conceive such a thing as admissible or
possible as to choose any style, and hope to do as well as was
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done when that style wa alive with its time. To revive a medi-
seval style of architecture, we must revive a mediaeval life.

The architects admit that" Victorian Gothic" of twenty years
ago was a failure; it was only because we were not living a Gothic
life. The Romanesque of to-clay must prove a failure, because
we are not living in the ninth or eleventh centuries; and this,
too, will sooner or later make itself known. The revival of the
Byzantine, Romanesque, Gothic, and all other mediaeval styles
of architecture can be at best but an unnatural adaptation to
modern thinking and living. In every case where the medizeval
style has been attempted in modern times, the result has always
shown a want of life and spirit which proved it an anachronism.
That result was cold, lifeless, and uninteresting; was without a
germ of bope for the future; the mere skeleton of what once
was, We can admire and study the different styles of other ages,
but we cannot revive them. It would be as difficult for the
coming centuries to explain the style of Notre Dame of Paris,
Lincoln Cathedral, or St. Mark's of Venice, as representing this
nineteenth century, as it would be for us to imagine the Par-
thenon or the Erectheum as representing the Middle Ages. We
should study style upon the basis of the Renaissance, so that
future generations can see that it interprets what we have always
called the modern world, beginning with the Renaissance. We
can interest those who come after us only by accepting our true
historic position, and developing what has come to us; for without
this we shall be only copyists, making poor adaptations of what
never belonged to us.

As we study the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries, we are sur-
prised to find architecture resembling the Renaissance; but how
striking and interesting this is when we remember that life in
those centuries was so like what it has been since the Reformation!
The Roman Basilicas, once Pagan edifices, under the all-pervading
and overpowering influence of the new Christian life, were entirely
r generated ill style. So the 'life of the people transformed style
where it could not create style. Without Constantine or Saint
Augustine and their times we should never have had San Lorenzo
or Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome. The most deplorable and il-
logical idiosyncrasy of modern times is our habit of associating a
c rtain style of architecture with each different problem at hand.
This is done in such a spirit of literalism as if under the domina-
tion of a mere formula. If we are building a church, we must
make it Gothic; if instead of a church it is a dwelling, we must
make it Renaissance; for a bath, we must choose Moorish; for a
warehouse, Romanesque! So each problem is solved for us, and
we have no opportunity for free expression in art. One style is
elastic enough to cover all the problems of the age and to permit
the free and full expression of the character of each building,
whether that building be ecclesiastical, civil, or domestic. There
could be no such thing as monotony because of the variety of
problems offered us, and because the individualities of no two
artists can be alike.

Just as time develops style, a climate and a people develop
national style. Our national architecture should change in char-
acter outline and values, only to meet with the great geographical
varieties of climate; as, for example, the predominant horizontal
lines and flat roofs in the South, the vertical lines with the steep
roofs in the orth. Compare the Renaissance of the South of
Europe, in Italy and Spain, with the orthern work in France,
Germany, and Holland.

A Southern sky may allow more quiet outlines and broader wall
surfaces, with richer masses, than a Northern sky would permit.
But these variations may all be within one style.

The time must and will come, and I believe in the near future,
when architects of necessity will be educated in one style, and
that the style of their time. They will be so familiar with, and
loyal to, what will have become a settled conviction, that the entire
question of style, which at present seems to be determined by

fashion, fancy, or ignorance, will be kept subservient to the great
principles of composition, which now seem to be smothered in the
general confusion.

It is better to do a small thing imperfectly, yet in the spirit of
the times, than a monumental thing brilliantly, but in a mediseval
spirit. We must have a language if we would talk. If there be
no common language for a people, there can be no communication
of ideas.

Compare a workman of to-day building a Gothic church, slav-
ishly following his detail drawings, with a workman of the thirteenth
century, doing such detail work as was directed by the architect,
hut with as much freedom, interest, and devotion in his small
capital as the architect has in the entire structure. Doing pen-
ance for his sins, he praises God with every chisel stroke; his life
interest is in that small capital; for him work is worship, and his
life is one continuous psalm of praise.

To-day a Gothic church is built by men whose one interest is
to increase their wages and diminish their working hours. Such
work is not worship because it has not the fanatic spirit. Once
work was worship; now it is wages.

Our ideal Gothic must be human, 'for it must be what the
world has already seen at its best; and what can be more dis-
couraging than to be enslaved by a human ideal? On the other
hand, ~hat an inspiration there is in working with the times!
How much real devotion there is when one's ideal is higher than
anything that has ever been done. No matter how far short we
may corne of it, we are reaching forward instead of backward; we
are carrying on and developing the natural course of things in the
true historic spirit. While repressing the reaction and excesses of
the Renaissance we may retain some of the great vital principles
of the Gothic, for accepted principles never change excepting in
times of revolution; but the life which is the style we cannot
change.

The intellectual must in a measure replace the blind devotional;
in our ecclesiastical work this need not prevent our having a dis-
tinctly religious Renaissance. We can put into our architecture
only as much religion as is in the church. All is possible with the
Renaissance; it can find a lesson in every form of life. All the
Christian emblems may be interpreted by the Renaissance. If
the world is advancing toward a higher and nobler religious life
than has been known, there is no reason why we should not ad-
vance toward a nobler religious architecture than has been known.
The two parties with which we must contend are those who would
break with the past, and those who would take up the past where
they will. In the study of Renaissance, I believe every true artist
will one day rejoice in the dawn of an American Renaissance
which will be guided by the fundamental principles of the classic,
as has always been the case in other countries. But this style
will not be Italian, French, Spanish, or German ; it will be Ameri-
can. It will not be the deplorable creation of the theoretical
style inventor, or of the illogical archaeologist, who, calling himself
architect, lives in one age and thinks in another. Let us all work
and wait patiently for that day to come. Howsoever small our
mission in life may seem, let us do our part to turn this tide of
confusion toward that new day.

THOMAS HASTINGS.

LIBRARY OF ST. MARK'S,
VENICE.

THE drawing which has been reproduced was made in Venice early in 1887,
and sent to the Trustees of the Rotch Travelling Scholarship as an "envoi.'
It was made from measures taken directly from each detail of one bay of the
facade, as the Venetian authorities gave me permission to construct a scaffold,
from which I worked. A description of the building, translated from Sansorino,
will be given later. »:

S. W. MEAD.
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THE STUDY OF DECORATION.

PREFACE.

IN an attempt to systematize so complex and expansive
a study as that of Decoration, it is necessary, for mere

weight of authority, to be at times autocratic and it may
be pedantic, and this, it is hoped, will excuse what would
seem to be too absolute a mode of expression in some of
the following pages.

The skill of a master allows departure from rules, and
there are but few of the methods advocated that have not
been violated with success, - a fact which in no way, how-
ever, justifies the general average of mankind in under-
estimating the value of such methods.

The factor of the ability of the individual is a govern-
ing element in all design, and can only be guided and
developed, not created. If such guidance is to be found
in the reiteration of old ideas in these pages their purpose
will be accomplished.

C. HOWARD WALKER.

BROOKLINE, March 17, 1889.

INTRODUCTION.

DECORA TIO~ is so much misunderstood. has taken
so uncertain and complex a meaning, that a tate-

ment of its purpose and scope may aid in the study of
its progress.

All forms which man makes for his use are either
wrought or constructed, and, where the purpose of utility
alone is served, have beauty by accident of form, shadow,
and color, and not by intention. Accidental satisfaction
to the eye is neither constant nor sufficient. There is
a universal demand for a beauty which shall be permanent
and not casual, and which shall satisfy more than the sense
of utility. The supply to this demand, if intentional, is
Decoration; if unintentional, may be ornament.

Therefore Decoration must announce its intention
plainly, and to do this must use methods that show
reasoning, from which the farther it departs the more it
will defeat its own end.

From the first use of parallel lines on prehistoric vases
to the complex involutions of Oriental interlaces, Decora-
tion announces its intention at every step. It has been
reserved for the modern man to employ enrichment that
seems purposeless ..

The maximum of accomplishment with the mimmum

of expenditure (not of thought, but of material) is as de-
sirable in Art as it is in mechanic, and is especially so in
Decoration, where the method must be frank or the pur-
pose will become confused. And as in mechanics a domi-
nant force produces the best result, so a dominant form
or set of forms will tend to simplify and explain a design;
but the dominant must be undisturbed by any force nearly
equal to its own, or it will lose meaning. For this rea on,
the higher Decoration ascends in the scale of arts the
more it begins to lose its security; as it comes in contact
with organic forms, it can only preserve its purpo e of the
fact that it intends to supply a demand for beauty beyond
Nature, and not merely to represent Nature, by dominating
these natural forms by its simplicity of expression - which
means, in one word, Conventionalism.

Conventional,ity is, in fact, a development of the desire
for rest from the infinite change and complexity of ature,
and the natural recoil to the other extreme of a permanent
and ea ily understood set of forms. The more nearly,
therefore, Decoration comes to Nature, the less it per-
forms its work; and the more nearly Nature comes to it
the more active and insistent Decoration must become in
its own vital qualities, These qualities are pre-eminently
Simplicity and Order, and consequently restfulness.

Besides possessing its own qualities or attributes it
must perform a service. It is by necessity bound to the
form it beautifies, and must enhance the value and pur-
pose of that form, not detract from it. Without the form
it would never have been needed, and in destroying it, it
destroys the main reason for its own being. The very root
of the word Decoration means "to be fit or becoming."
Decoration is then a servant of two masters, of Con-
structive and of Phonetic Art ; the austerity of the one
is made dignified and beautiful by its care, the lawles ness
of the other is curbed by its restraint. The virtues of the
first are reflected in its manners, and the vices of the
second are controlled by its strength.

CHAPTER 1. - QUALITIES.

A. The purpose of Decoration is to satisfy a desire lor beauties of
form and color less complex than those of Nature les subject
to constant change, and in consequence more ea ily compre-
hended, and more restful to the eye and mind. This purpose
explains Mr. Ruskin's statement that" the nearer we approach
reality in Art the worse our art becomes."

B. The service of Decoration is to accent and enhance the object to
which it is applied.

The qualities of Decoration are:-

A. By reason of its purpose, -

a Simplicity.
bOrder.

B. By reason of its service,-

a Reiteration of the qualities of the object decor~ted.
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Aa. To obtain simplicity it is necessary to have a frankly dominant
motive, which must maintain its integrity no matter how elabo-
rated. In this respect Decoration resembles music and the
development of themes.

Ab• To obtain order requires the use of
1 Repetition of lines, units, or groups.
2 Ratio.
3 Concentration.

In this respect Decoration is mathematical.
Aa. The simplicity of Decoration is a corrective principle.
A", The order of Decoration is a regulating method, which, as stated,

has three means of expression: -
1 Repetition or reiteration, used to enrich and strengthen motives.
2 Ratio, used to obtain variety and contrast.
3 Concentration, used to focus attention.

Ab• 1 Repetition is based upon systems of parallel lines and of points
about a centre.

2 Ratio is based upon systems of divergent and convergent lines.
8 Concentration is based upon circles and upon radiating lines.

All Decorations should have one or several of these orderly
methods as its basis, and whatever is devoid of them is erratic
ornament, only to be made decorative by the consummate skill
of the designer.

Ab 1. Symmetry, so often dwelt upon as necessary, accompanies repe-
.titian. Symmetry, as usually understood, is resemblance of
design on either side of a perpendicular axis.

Ab 2. Proportion accompanies ratio.
Ab 2. Contrast is a necessity not a quality, and its use is dependent on

the perception of proportion.

These are the dry factors of Decoration; but the development of
these factors, their numberless changes, the infinite variety of dis-
position, of contrast, of gradation, stimulates an enthusiasm that,
once awakened, makes Decoration one of the most entrancing
of studies. Line, form, light, shade, color, all are elements in
designs that range from the simple successive spots upon a pre-
historic potsherd to the stately sequence of the Mantegna frescos
at Mantua. And not only this, but as the transition from one
form to another is followed, as motives are developed, as style
succeeds style, the history of the past is unfolded, and the life of
its peoples becomes more real and vivid, and their desires, customs,
and religions are reflected in their arts. For Decoration is essen-
tiallya homely art; it lies close to the every-day life of the people;
it clings to their garments, and is woven into their draperies; it is
swayed by every whim, fancy, and fashion, and becomes such an
inherent part of human expression, that it mirrors both virtues and
vices; and the sweeping arch-lines of the Romans proclaim mastery
as decidedly as the heavy profuse masses of their friezes denote
coarseness and vulgarity.

The very sincerity of a nation, or the lack of it, is manifest in
its use of Decoration; and as the analysis becomes more complete,
and the work of known individuals receives attention, this work
is seen to be an epitome of the character of the man. But it is a
long road before any such analysis can be made, and the beginnings
of Decoration are general and not individual, and are governed by
a few broad characteristics and not by special peculiarities.

Decorative work can be divided into two classes: work in the
flat or in parallel planes, and work in the round. Work in the flat is
usually painted work, though it can be sgraffito-stucco, or low relief.
Work in the round is sculptured ornament, .or sculpture.

There are certain classes of work that can perhaps be classed
with either, such as Egyptian bas-reliefs cut in from the ground,
not in relief upon it, and the Alhambra all-over pattern in low
parallel planes with an occasional bit of high relief; but the dis-
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tinction can usually be made between work that depends for its
effects upon its outlines, either incised or obtained by contrast of
tones, and work that depends for its effect upon its shadows. Work
in the round has an auxiliary and further set of principles than
work in the flat, and so can be put aside until the other is
considered.

Work in the flat can be divided into two classes: that which
is designed to fit a certain place bounded definitely, and that which
is only designed to cover a plane, and can be extended indefinitely
in all directions. To this latter class belong the so-called all-over
patterns. The object to be obtained by these patterns is simple
enough, that is, merely a general tone, perhaps concentrated at
intervals, of greater or less interest in its organic arrangement, and
in its disposition of units. It must have its root, form, or set of
forms, which will repeat along certain lines as axes. The simplest
of these patterns are isolated units disposed at the intersections of
regular series of geometric divisions of the ground; for instance, the
simplest of all are based upon squares (PI. IV" No. r) ; the next upon
diamonds (PI. IV., No.2). The lines of the axes are sometimes drawn
(PI. IV., NO.3), sometimes omitted (PI. IV., NO.4) ; these lines, if re-
inforced and varied, form plaids (PI. IV., NO.5) ; if diagonal series
cross horizontal ones they form octagons, hexagons (PI. IV., No.6),
and all sorts of polygonal figures. By very force of necessity, any
all-over pattern - no matter how complicated -which has a repeat,
if analyzed, will be found to be disposed upon some one of these
schemes of axes. There is a danger to be guarded against in all-
over patterns, - a tendency to over-strong parallel lines in one di-
rection, either perpendicular, horizon tal, or diagonal (PI. IV., NO.7).
Of these the diagonal is the worst, as it destroys the sense of
stability (PI. IV., No.8), - a leaning line being a direct challenge
to the sense of gravitation. In diagonal treatment also, when the
design is cut by a horizontal line at the top, a series of sharp angles
is made. Now it is a law of vision that the eye is led by converg-
ing lines, and is especially attracted and led by angles; and that
on account of perspective, it follows parallel lines away from itself,
and not toward it, and upward, not downward. For this reason,
a diagonal system of axes in one direction only, if framed, as it
necessarily must be, will lead up to and concentrate the attention
upon one corner of the design, and so destroy the even tone
desired. These faults are easily corrected by strengthening an
opposing set of axes.

In making the basis of a design more complex by crossed series
of parallel diagonal lines over series of parallel horizontal and
perpendicular lines, if the angles formed are divisors of 360 de-
grees, and the lines equidistant, the result will be division of the
ground into regular geometric forms, - triangles, hexagons, octa-
gons, etc., and with such forms as units many of the most beau-
tiful all-over patterns are obtained; but if the lines are at varying
intervals, and the angles of transit without relation to the exact
subdivision of a circumference, the result is a network of erratic
lines and unrelated forms, which lack decorative quality in propor-
tion as they lack system.

C. HOWARD WALKER.
[To be continued. ]


